HIGHLIGHTS:

- 87” Trim Cylinder Machine with (7) BLACK CLAWSON Bristol Formers, MIAMI Press Section, (89) 36” Diameter Dryers, 72” Diameter LANGSTON Winder, Upgraded Drive Motors & Controls
- MARQUIP 57” Knife Sheeter with Multiple Roll Stands, PLC Controls, Outfeed Stacker with Palletizer & Stretch Wrapper
- OCC Stock Prep System
- BIRD & BLACK CLAWSON Pressure Screens
- GL&V Refiners
- NASH & VOONER Vacuum (recent rebuilds)
- 2020 SULLAIR 300 HP Rotary Screw Air Compressor with KAESER Desiccant Dryer
- (20) Late Model HYSTER & YALE LP Forklifts with Assorted Attachments
- (2) CAT Wheel Loaders with Grapple Buckets
- (4) Electric Rechargeable Scissor Man Lifts
- BRODERSON Carry Deck Crane
- GOULDS Stainless Steel Centrifugal Pumps
- GORMAN RUPP Water Pumps
- HOFFMAN Blowers
- Complete Machine Shop Including Wood, Electrical, & Pipe Shops

Massive MRO Spare Parts, Supplies, and Stores Inventory with New and Rebuilt Motors, Pump and Pump Parts, Bearings and Seals, Valves and Fittings, Electrical Parts, PLC and Drive Controls, Spare Screen Baskets and Much More! Must Be Seen!

Upgraded Electrical Switch Gear, MCC(s) and Transformers.
DATE: Bidding Ends Wednesday, September 27th at 10:00 A.M. ET
INSPECTION: Monday & Tuesday, September 25th & 26th from 9:00 A.M. – 4:00 P.M. ET
SAMPLE VIEW OF MOTORS

STEP DOWN TRANSFORMERS

MILLER TRAILBLAZER DIESEL WELDING GENERATOR

(1 OF 2) BEARING ALIGNMENT SYSTEMS

MASTERLIGN SHAFT ALIGNMENT SYSTEM

MRO SPARES

NEWLY UPGRADED MAIN SWITCH GEAR

REBUILT 400 HP MOTORS

SAMPLE VIEW OF LARGE MOTOR INVENTORY

TERMS OF SALE: To be sold in accordance with CRG Terms of Sale as published on our websites and in the auction catalog. A buyer’s premium will apply. All Covid-19 safety protocols will be implemented.